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Introduction:
Play is an essential component of growing up. As children engage in play, they
practice and master specific physical, psycho-social, emotional, and creative
skills necessary for understanding and interacting with the world around them.
The Tech Tools Lending Library allows children of all abilities to explore the
world of play.
The Tech Tools Lending Library is a unique program offered through a
collaboration of CRCC and the United Cerebral Palsy of Nebraska. The library
consists of sophisticated augmentative technology and devices for special needs
children and adolescents. These adapted toys and devices are loaned to
children, families, and professionals at no cost.
This catalog is meant to help you find a tool that will specifically help your
child/children. In this catalog, you will find a description and picture of each
item in the library at CRCC. Listed below are the categories and generalized
types of Tech Tools:
Adapted Toys (Page 3)
Busy Boxes (Page 14)
Communication Devices (17)
Fine Motor (Page 21)
Gross Motor (Page 26)
Musical Toys (Page 27)
Recreation (Page 30)
Sensory (Page 34)
Switches (Page 45)
Computer Hardware and Software/Life Skills Materials (Page 55)
Audio and Visual (Page 56)
Teal highlighted toys/tools are located at the SW CRCC Lending Library.
All other toys/tools are located at the NW CRCC Lending Library.
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ADAPTED TOYS
00737

V-Tech Kids Camera & Camera Switch
The V-Tech Kids Camera turns your child into
the family photographer! This real 1.3
megapixel kid’s camera comes with a 4x digital
zoom. Your child will take digital pictures with
special built-in photo effects. This camera
includes a switch and adapted base so that it is
easy to use for those with differing abilities.

4048

Shelly Seahorse
Soothing to the senses! Activate your capability
switch and Shelly Seahorse plays uplifting
calypso music while her belly glows with everchanging colors.

00756
01762

Crocodile

00758

Bump-N-Go Fire Engine

This crocodile mimics a real crocodile. He
walks close to the floor and snaps his mouth!
This toy could be connected to a capability
switch.

Pressing your capability switch activates the
bump-n-go action. The lights will flash and the
sirens will sound all the while as the firefighter
moves up and down the ladder…saving cats
from trees!
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00761

Grab it
It’s Carnival Time! The Grab-it toy is easy to
control the claw in order to grab the prizes.
This tool has special controls: large yellow and
red plates with arrows. Grab-it features a
timed arcade audio-soundtrack that lets you
know when your time is up.

00762

Gnip Gnop
Ping Pong! A classic tabletop game where
players hit the special large paddles to send
colored balls through the modified targets. Be
the first to get all of your balls to your
opponent’s side to win!

00764

UNO Spin
A classic family card game! Deal seven cards to
each player. When a spin card is played
someone must spin the wheel. There are 3
colored posts in the spinning wheel to make it
easier to spin. A special card holder can hold 3
rows of cards. Will you be able to discard your
cards or forced to pick from the deck?

00769

Laugh and Learn Puppy
This cute puppy combines learning with
musical play. He teaches body parts, colors and
the alphabet using fun phrases and songs that
are activated by pressing the touch picture pad
in front of him.

00771
01651

Tic Tac Toe
This is a great game for two! This Tic-Tac-Toe
game is made easy with its large buttons. This
item has built-in capability buttons. Take turns
pressing X or O with a partner and try to get
three-in-a-row!
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1074

Rusty
Our adorable painted pony will put a smile on
everyone’s face. Just activate your capability
switch and Rusty trots to the lively theme song
from The Lone Ranger (“William Tell
Overture”). Great for teaching cause and effect
and for developing tracking.

00773

Lucky Ducky
This game is great for toddlers and up. Use the
magnetic fishing rod to catch moving ducklings
(10). See how many you can collect. This is a
great game for two people.

00775

Head Full of Numbers

00776

Mickey’s Race Car

Math and fun rolled into one! This is a great
game to play with the family or large group of
individuals. Roll the dice and then try to come
up with as many equations at possible. Then
the players come up with as many equations as
they can by using the given numbers.

This is a great tool for those who love Mickey
Mouse. Simply attach a switch to this device,
activate the switch and watch Mickey travel
around the racetrack.
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1004

Go Go School Bus

Make the wheels on the bus go round and
round with its two button controller or by using
your two capability switches. Tons of fun and
also terrific for increasing visual tracking and
attention.

01167

Burnie the Dragon
Give his foot a press and his nostrils light up,
wings flutter and mouth moves while singing
“Burning Love.”

2404

Fish & Glow Spinner

Teaching cause and effect is easy with this
cheerful and visually appealing toy.

01179

Baby Space Robot
Baby Space Robot is an adapted toy that uses a
switch to come alive! When activated, the robot
lights up, moves around, and giggles!

01191

Giggle-n-Games Gorilla

Play with the Gorilla by pressing the musical
note on the mirror or activating your capability
switch. He will talk to you and sing three
different children’s songs while you discover
yourself in the mirror and explore wonderful
textures.
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01253

Teddy Ruxpin

01268

Tinkerbell

Teddy instills a love of reading and adventure,
and builds vocabulary and comprehension
skills. Teddy’s animation has perfect lip sync
with every story he tells. Teddy has 22
adventures and music programs. Easy push and
play buttons for small fingers.

Tinkerbell plays music, dances and sings under
the light of fireflies. Use any capability switch
to activate this toy.

01330
01426
01427

Remote T-Rex Dinosaur

01343
01344

Bratz SUV

Light and sound remote control T-Rex. T-Rex
with high quality detail realistic growling
sound, walking and overall movement.

Cruise around with the adapted Bratz Mobile
SUV. Both doors open and the vehicle can hold
two dolls in the seats. It comes with the large
dual action Lever Switch. Move the car forward
by grasping and pushing the large ball on the
lever away from you and go in reverse and turn
by bring the lever in towards you. This simple
assistive switch is fun and easy to use.

01431

No Spill Fubbles Machine
No Spill Fubbles Machine is the ultimate
bubble machine for any child or parent! It is
sure to please every user. Press the button and
watch as it blows endless amounts of bubbles!
Even better, the No Spill feature prevents
accidental spills.
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01613
(Giraffe)
01749
(Monkey)

Push n’ See Giraffe & Monkey

01617

Elefun Ball Popper

Three activations! Activate your capability
switch to hear fun sounds and tunes. Reach for
and push down the giraffe’s tail to watch the
spinning kaleidoscope patterns or spin the
giraffe’s head for a clacking sound.

Have tons of fun when you activate your
capability switch and watch the three colorful
balls pop out of the elephant’s trunk and roll
about. Elefun’s trunk moves in all directions.
Toy plays 10 fun tunes. It’s exciting, engaging
and interactive.

01544
01732
01901
01904
01905

RC Robot

01546
01891

Talking Square

Spinning lights and robots sounds! Activate the
capability switches or the buttons on the
remote control and watch the happy Robot spin
and go forward. He has working lights and
makes cool sounds. A fun toy to increase visual
attention.

A fantastic teaching tool! All the benefits of the
round containerizing toy but more blocks and
more places for sorting, stacking and dropping!
All sides of the square have shape-sorting walls.
When the object hits the bottom, your prerecorded message (up to 20 seconds) will play.

2239

Hurricane Bubble Blower
Aren’t bubbles the best? This breathtaking
switch activated blower creates thousands of
bubbles while it helps users to develop tracking
skills and teaches cause and effect.
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01721
01722

Dora Bubble Machine

01723
01724
01898
01899
01900

Minnie Mouse Cheerleader

01725
01726

Bouncing Tigger

01733
01734

Talking Dora

01735
01736

Spin Art

Everyone loves blowing bubbles. Use any of our
special needs switches to activate Dora and
have tons of fun with all of the bubbles!
Includes Dora bubble machine, a hand-held
bubble wand, and bubble solution. May be used
with or without the special needs switch.

Cheerin’ Minnie loves Mickey and loves to
cheer. She waves her Pom Poms high in the sky
and dances while she sings. She is adapted to
use any of our special needs assistive
technology switches.

Have tons of fun with the adapted Bounce
Tigger. He has several different phrases and
plenty of bouncing motion. Lift the tiger face on
the Lift Switch and watch Tigger bounce as he
sings and talks. This Lift Switch also features
an additional jack that can be used to plug
other switches.

This switch activated Dora pumps her arms and
sways side to side to the beat! The doll includes
four modes of play: Teach-Me (where Dora
teaches kids the “We Did It!” Dance), “We Did
It!” Dance, Freeze Dance, and Say It Two Ways
bilingual dance game.

Put creativity in the hands of the child. Make
mobiles, Christmas ornaments, fridge art, etc.
Attach any of our switches and let the creativity
begin.
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01787

Racing Around
Cars go round and round! Activate your
capability switch and three race cars on springs
bounce and spin while music and racing sounds
play. Great for teaching cause and effect and for
promoting visual attention especially for car
lovers.

01859

Laugh & Learn ABC Train
Laugh & Learn ABC Train helps children learn
their ABC’s. Activate your capability switch to
hear the ABC’s and music. It has three different
ways for the child to light up the digital display
and activate music and sound effects.

01874

Fubbles Fun!

No spill! Activate your capability switch and
this colorful blower will create hundreds of
bubbles. No spill design and handy carry
handle.

01902

Learn and Dance Activity Center

01910

Laugh and Learn Lantern

This interactive zoo features two sets of four
brightly colored buttons: one set on top of trees
and another set of larger buttons placed low for
easier access. These buttons introduce new
animal friends through short, playful songs.
Spin the roller to meet some turtles, press on
the toucan to hear what he has to say, or get the
monkey moving with the fun-to-maneuver
joystick. A simple touch will activate an
engaging animal adventure!

This switch activated toy Helps encourage
development of fine motor skills, promotes
understanding of cause and effect and
introduces early role play and imagination.
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01918

Firefly Frog

01942

Roll & Learn Turtle

Twinkling! This cuddly friend is perfect for
your sensory space or for bedtime. Activate
your capability switch and fireflies will twinkle
in the Frog’s belly to create a magical glow.
Firefly Frog also plays a choice of two soothing
sounds: rain with crickets or a lullaby melody.
Has a 45 minute sleep timer.

Colorful gears! Press your capability switch and
hear colors, action words, sounds and insect
names. Turtle has fifty-five different songs,
melodies, sounds and phrases. Colorful gears
move when you spin them. Encourages
discovery and exploration and teaches cause
and effect.

01921

Learning Lamp

01943

Pete & Tweet

Pretty in pink! We’ve adapted this interactive
lamp so when you activate your capability
switch more than a dozen learning songs, tunes
and phrases play. Learn counting, shapes,
colors and more. Has volume control and two
modes of play – learning and music. All buttons
also work without a switch.

A wonderful day! Pete the farmer sways and
sings “Zip a dee doo dah” while Tweet the
bluebird adds his own special bird songs to the
tune. Just activate your capability switch to
start the action. Great for teaching cause and
effect and for developing visual attention.
Works with or without a switch.

01941

R/C Thomas
You’re the engineer! We’ve created a large two
button infrared remote control to make it easy
to activate Thomas the Train. One button
moves him forward, the other backwards. Great
for teaching cause and effect and directionality.
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01930

Floppy Bunny
Watch them walk, talk and make animal
sounds. Cute and Cuddly, these animals will
provide you with hours of excitement! Great for
teaching cause and effect skills. Capability
switch required with all these items.

8083

Rock N Roll Stuart

“Despicable Me!” fans will love rocking out to
the wails of dancing Minion Stuart’s electric
guitar. We’ve included a sturdy stand with
suction cups for easy play.

7571

Dance & Move Beat Bow Wow
Lights, sounds and songs play while Bow
Wow’s head bobs.

2255

Fubble Fun

Activated with a capability switch, our colorful
bubble-maker creates loads of fun while it helps
children to develop vital visual tracking skills!

9013

Under The Sea
Whether it’s in the home or the classroom, this
delightful water toy is bound to be a hit. Use
two of your switches for two different
activations: one that makes the water swirl
around the colorful pond; the other that turns
on lights and music.
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BUSY BOXES
00906

Explor-a-Center
This tool encourages parallel play for two to
four children at one time allowing each one to
explore and experience the wonders of
learning. This busy box provides eight activities
which turn on multi-colored blinking lights,
mechanical music, vibration and many
different sounds including children’s laughter,
water splashing, and circus music.

00940

Busy Box with Maze
Children use concentration and skill to roll the
ball through the Lucky Labyrinth from the
Small World Ryan’s Room collection.
Maneuvering the steel ball through the maze
past holes numbered 1 – 36 helps develop
motor skills, concentration and patience.

01744
01863

Hearing Impaired Busy Box
The Visually and Hearing Impaired Activity
Center is designed for individuals who cannot
see or hear, but still need to learn to play. The
fan, spinning soft cloth, and vibrating plate
provide tactile stimulation when activated. The
bright colors help encourage targeting by
students with some vision.

01788

Three Function Busy Box
Great for all ages! Aromatherapy fan, bead
chain with mirror and a light show effect fan
are three great activities for all ages. Pull the
rope ball and the aromatherapy fan blows a
calming fragrance. Feel the cool bead chains
while looking in the mirror. A finger isolation
button activates the colorful fan.
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01861

Compact Activity Center
This small-scale activity center is designed to
provide sensory stimulation and cognitive
activity. Great for the user whose physical
mobility may be limited due to positioning
needs. Features a bead curtain, a dome with
brightly-colored sequins which spin when the
button is pressed, a textured plate which
vibrates and lights up when pressed, and a Pull
ball that turns on a music box.

01865
01689

Desktop Busy Box
Spin and enjoy! Our wonderful tactile minicube provides hours of fun. Spin the busy box
and discover different tactile experiences along
with multi-colored lights, a mirror, music, and
vibration. When you press the red plate, your
pre-recorded message plays with 10 seconds of
recording time.

01935

Textured Carousel Busy Box
Sensational spinner! A fantastic cause and
effect teaching device. Increases visual
attention, tactile awareness, color recognition
and auditory development. Six specially
textured pads reward the user with different
sensory stimulation: vibration, three melodies,
a popcorn ball popper and multicolored lights.
The busy box spins on a Lazy Susan base. All
pads respond to the slightest touch.

01936

Therapeutic Manipulator

Encourages surprising rewards! Bright activity
center encourages therapeutic movements,
increases finger isolation and grasping while
providing tactile, auditory and visual
stimulation. Pull on one of the two wiggle
people and goofy cartoon sounds will play.
Rotate the worm and set off a potpourri of
lights, music and vibration in the dome. If you
move the giant knob to the left or right, the user
will hear more cartoon sounds. Pushing the
green button plays a soothing tune. The wedge
base can be easily removed so that the
manipulator can be wall mounted (Hardware
included).
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01948
3951

Gel Pad Activity Center

Exploring is fun! Our Activity Center is a funfilled stimulating busy box. Three different gel
pad switches provide wonderful opportunities
for exploration. Press the green switch and a
fan blows while music plays. Press the red
switch and a police light flashes while sirens
play and police talk. The yellow switch vibrates
while colorful glitter whirls around a dome and
music plays. Provides terrific auditory, tactile
and visual experiences.
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COMMUNICATION DEVICES
00779
00875

Big Mack- Red

00780
00923

Talking Bubble

00782

Talking Pin Say it Play it

The Big Mack is a simple, single-message voice
output communication aid. A peer or
companion can quickly change messages so the
user is able to communicate throughout the
day. Simply press and hold the record button
on the surface of BIG Mack while speaking into
the built-in microphone.
This tool talks and entertains, too! It features a
four message recorder/player with a set of
lights and vibration. Total recording time is 20
seconds at 5 seconds per message.

The cheerful blue animal works like a joystick
and 4 separate messages can be played. One
can record and re-record the messages by
pushing a hidden switch. Total play time is 20
seconds.
00783
(Base)
00785
(Farm)
00786
(Pet)
00787
(Fish)
00788
(Cars)

Yellow Puzzle
Communicator Base

This puzzle base has 4 spectacular talking
puzzles to choose from (Farm Animal, Pet, Fish
and Car). Record messages for each puzzle on a
separate level of the communicator. Easy to
record and easy to change objects. Either place
or take the puzzle piece and your message
plays. Communicator has 6 levels plus a level
announcer for each level. Total record time is
300 seconds.
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00873

Mini Communicator
This device allows you to clip on a picture of
your child’s favorite item. Have your child
press the yellow button to hear a message. This
is a great way to teach a child the correct object
and word correlation.

806

Adjustable Angle Sequencer
Designed especially for visually impaired users,
this sequencing communicator has 300
seconds of recording time and a built-in switch
that’s easy to locate due to its large size and
the circle of LED lights at its center.

01194

ZAM Communicator
The ZAM communicator is a portable
communication device. There is no speech
generation. It features a double LCD display
that shows typed text to both user and other
communicator, as well as a response/question
pad on the back for quicker communication.

01199

Compact 3 Messenger
(Red & Black)

01252

Stove Top Communicator

This is a go-anywhere communicator that can
be used with pictures or objects. This is a small
device so it fits anywhere. The top of the
communicator is compartmentalized so you
can place the object that is pre-recorded on top.
Additionally, there is a picture groove for the
picture of your choice.
Stove Top Communicator- You can record
cooking instructions or songs. When the user
stirs the pot with a special spatula the recording
plays. It also comes with pre-recorded sounds
including, water boiling, and eggs frying. The
burners are brightly colored with LED blinking
lights.
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01775

Cheap Talk 8

01778

Totally Tactile Communicator

This user-friendly teaching tool is great for
providing communication and cognitive
support, as well as enhancing expressive and
receptive language skills. Plus, it’s great for
early speech development and remedial work
with older individuals. Cheap Talk 8 allows you
to record and re-record eight messages with
37.5 seconds per message. Each 2” square has
an easy-to-remove plastic protective cover to
hold words and/or pictures.
Communicate with textures! Our tactile
communicator is a wonderful place for the VI
user to start communication. Our unique
communicator has adjustable activation time
(1-12 seconds) so you can feel the plates for the
set time without activating the message.

01779
01890

Cheap Talk 4 Square Communicator

01780
01855
01856
01857

Big Talk

01782

Small Talk Sequencer with levels

Assists in language development and it’s easy to
use! Our popular Cheap Talk communicators
are light-weight, portable, user-friendly and
economical. They enable the user to “speak”
pre-recorded messages.

• 20 seconds of recording time
• Can be activated by an external switch
• Output for activating other devices
• Easy single message recording

• 4 levels
• 300 seconds of recording time
• Sequential capability for storytelling
• Random capability for games or cards
• Can be activated by an external switch
• Output for activating other devices
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01896

Communication Picture Holder Board
A great device for communication! Use this
board to place communication pictures on
three different rows to held aid in
communication!

01909

Small Talk Sequencer
Carry on a conversation! Compact
communicator has single, sequential and
random message capability. This
communicator can record up to 250 messages
and has the capability for storytelling, singing,
or joke telling. It can be activated by an
external switch.

01925

Talkables III w/Built-In Icon Holders
Easy communication! These compact message
communicators allow for simple
communication and come with built-in icon
holders. All the Talkables come with free clear
covers.

01947

Talkables IV w/Built-In Icon Holders
Easy communication! These compact message
communicators allow for simple
communication and come with built-in icon
holders. All the Talkables come with free clear
covers.
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FINE MOTOR
00795
01249

Musical Shapes

00797
01633

Kaleidome with Shapes

00799
(Animals)
01669
(Dressing
Boy)
01670
(Dressing
Girl)
01671
(Table
Setting)
00802

Jumbo Knob Puzzle

This device is great for teaching children colors
and how to match shapes! As each shape is
placed in its correct position, a tune is heard
giving the user a nice reward for matching
shapes correctly.

Perfect for encouraging children to become
actively involved. This fun toy enhances
matching, grasping, and releasing skills. As the
child fits a shape on the base, a light is
activated. When all twelve shapes are in place
the large center dome lights up, music plays
and pom-poms dance. A great source for
continual visual, auditory and tactile
stimulation.

This jumbo puzzle has easy to hold pieces
which are easy to place back in correct spots.
Great for children who love animals and may
have difficulty grasping small pieces.

Giant Tic Tac Toe

This jumbo puzzle helps children place shapes
together using their fine motor skills. The soft
elements are easy to manipulate for most
children and offer another form of tactile input.
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00903

Tactile Shapes Puzzle
Great for not only teaching shapes, but teaching
kids to identify textures and colors. The
textures and colors on the puzzle pieces can be
matched to the textures and colors on the
puzzle’s base.

00909

Jumbo Knob Shapes Puzzle
This super-size, solid-wood puzzle features all
the classic geometric shapes. Extra-large knobs
make it easy for small hands to remove each
brightly colored piece. Matching full-color
pictures are underneath. Helps little ones
develop fine motor and matching skills.

00934

Talking Pen
An infra-red light and fiber optic sensor in the
tip of the pen sense reflection as the user traces
a pattern with the pen and provide immediate
auditory feedback if the user wanders off the
pattern. The pen is quiet when the tip is on a
black image and emits a buzz when the tip is on
a white surface (this can be reversed to allow
tracing light-on-dark patterns).

00935

Stackable Butterfly Puzzle
Discover and identify the major events of plant
and animal life: the cycle of life, growth,
locomotion, classification … A selection of
material for observation, experimentation and
media activities to better understand the world
around us.

00937
(Triangle)
00938
(Circle)
00939
(Square)

Shapes Puzzle
Giant circle puzzle with 8 jumbo interlocking
puzzle parts in 8 bold colors. Large pieces are
easy for a young child to handle in the process
of searching for the correct fit.
Develops fine motor coordination. Teaches size
and shape discrimination. Improves perception
of spatial relations.
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01418

Shapes Puzzle Board

This puzzle has large pieces which are easy to
hold. This puzzle is a great fine motor activity
and also teaches children shapes and colors!

01435

Large Knob Shape Sorter

Work on fine motor skill by placing shape in
their designated space. When all three shapes
are put in correctly enjoy music.

01439

Sign Language Puzzle
Work on fine motor skills and increase
recognition of sign language letters through the
use of this puzzle! Small knobs allow for
practice grasping, while the sign language
puzzle pieces match written letters of the
alphabet and pictures underneath its
placement!

01442

NeuroSmith
NeuroSmith Music Blocks provides
entertainment while it teaches and enhances
infant development. The blocks use Mozart’s
music to provide musical stimulation while
developing gross and fine motor skills, eyehand coordination, and visual discrimination.

01799

ADL Board
Practice dressing skills! Our four dressing
boards each feature a different manipulative
skill – button, zip, snap, and lace. They are a
great size for practicing and help to increase
fine motor skills.
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01866

Tactile Animal Puzzle

This puzzle is great for recognizing and
learning animals! In addition, this puzzle adds
a tactile sensation with each animal having a
different textured body.

01877

Small Knob Animal Puzzle 1

This small knobbed puzzle allows for
individuals to practice their grasping skills as
well learn their animals.

01882

Small Knob Animal Puzzle 2

This small knobbed puzzle allows for
individuals to practice their grasping skills as
well learn their animals.

01906

Small Knob Animal Puzzle 3

This small knobbed puzzle allows for
individuals to practice their grasping skills as
well learn their animals.

01907

Medium Knob Animal Puzzle
This medium knobbed puzzle allows for easier
grasping of the pieces for an individual. This
puzzle is great for anyone wanting to practice
their grasping skills, as well as anyone who
loves animals!
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01908

Pet Friends Fuzzy Puzzle

This puzzle is great for recognizing and
learning animals! In addition, this puzzle adds
a tactile sensation with each animal having a
different textured body.

01919
01920
01926

Adapted Battery Operated Scissors
These easy-to-use switch-adapted scissors
allow you to participate in art and other
classroom or home activities. Just activate your
switch and your scissors will easily cut through
paper. Easy to remove from special mounting.
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GROSS MOTOR
00834

Large Scooter
Race your friends! This is a great device for
adolescents. This is a very large scooter. It has
handles on either side to aid in balance. Great
for either outdoors or indoors.

00849

Weplay Ball Coordination
This is a great device for older children. See if
you can center your balance on this small circle
accessory on the bottom. This is quite the
physical challenge!
(26” diameter)

01329

River Landscape
This is a colorful set able to provide
innumerable options for balance training,
movement exercises and group play.

416

Pull Ball
Like having a miniature tetherball court in your
home or classroom, this best-selling multisensory toy lights up and plays music when
users pull on the ball.
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MUSICAL TOYS
00822

Drum Universal
This musical instrument can be used by all
abilities. Simply attach a switch, press the switch
and watch the drum beat. Create your own
rhythm and add your own rhymes.

00825

Sunny Sunshine
This cheerful sun makes beautiful music. Your
child will enjoy playing with her “arms”.
Adaptable for use of a switch for younger children.
Activate the switch and listen to little Miss
Sunshine!

01748
01754

Music Box

01750

Spinning Symphony

Play four lively tunes! Plug your switches into this
bright box and hear unique melodies while lights
flash. Each switch plays a different tune. A great
teaching device which helps to increase auditory
and listening skills.

Fantastic classical music fun! Spinning Symphony
is a fantastic way to enhance musical interest and
engage in active exploration, which helps to
increase auditory development and listening
skills. Press any of the bright colored instrument
switches to hear six different Mozart
compositions. At the touch of the switch, the user
can add or subtract any of five different
instruments (harp, French horn, piano, flute, and
violin) from the composition.
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01790

Drum Kit Playmat

Touch sensitive! This touch sensitive playmat is so
versatile and easy to use. Plug in your external
music device or play the 8 built-in melodies and
drum along with the music using the two
drumsticks. Can also be used as a karaoke with
the microphone headset.

01867

My First Music Player

Four instruments in one! Play seven familiar
songs with one to four instruments. Start the
concert by pressing the orange switch to hear the
piano, press the green switch and the clarinets
play, the blue switch adds the xylophone to the
song, and finally the red switch starts the drums.

01902

Learn & Dance Zoo
This interactive zoo features two sets of four
brightly colored buttons: one set on top of trees
and another set of larger buttons placed low for
easier access. These buttons introduce new animal
friends through short, playful songs.

01923

Touch Screen Band
Record your music! Play ten demo songs or create
your own music with the 17 piano keys and
complete drum set. Record and playback your
musical creation with a touch of a button. Easy
touch screen with blinking lights, on/off switch
and volume control. Comes with a sturdy
removable base for easy accessibility.
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01944

Musical Snail

Great for auditory and color recognition! Make
musical notes by pushing the colored buttons.
Musical Snail helps to increase eye hand
coordination and encourages listening skills. You
can also learn to play songs by following the
colors on the musical cards. It also has eight prerecorded songs that you can play by pressing the
auto play mode, then activating one of the
buttons.
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RECREATION
00768

Zoom Zoom Remote Control Car
Remote Control Racer! The remote control car
is easy, fast and fun. It has spin and go action
with lights, sound and movement. Just one
push of a capability switch and the fun starts
here.

00827

Bowling Set, Lane and Backstop
This bowling set is life-size! It includes a large
carpet to function as the alley, bowling pins and
a backstop. Bring bowling to your home or
classroom. Great for large motor skills!

00832

Magnetic Blocks
These tube shaped “blocks” are great for
children working on fine motor skills. The
tubes connect easily through magnetism. Build
a tower and stimulate your imagination &
creativity!

00892

Bowling Ramp

00919

Power Link 2

This bowling ramp is perfect for those who
have limited physical capabilities. Simply set
bowling ball at peak of ramp. Then either push
the ball down the ramp or use a switch to
activate the motor to simultaneously push the
ball down the ramp for you!

An environmental control unit that allows the
student to operate small electrical appliances
through switch access. The control unit has two
double outlets and is durable, portable, and
meets rigorous safety standards. Use with a
corded switch (Big Red Switch), cordless switch
and receiver or AirLink Cordless Switch.
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01165

Chuckle Buddies Cat
The Chuckle Buddy Cat is a fluffy stuffed
laughing animal that loves to play! The ultimate
rolling laughing Cat.

01166

Chuckle Buddies Dog
The Chuckle Buddy Dog is a fluffy stuffed
laughing animal that loves to play! The ultimate
rolling laughing Dog.

01169
01170

Wheeee-Mote Control Car
Remote Control Racer! The remote control car
is easy, fast and fun. It has spin and go action
with lights, sound and movement. Just one
push of a capability switch and the fun starts
here.

01185

Time Tracker
It’s never been easier to keep kids on track!
Unique timer’s light and sound cues help to
keep your whole class on track. Features 180°
viewing and a large, easy to read LCD display.
Allows quick programming of 3 colored lights
(red, yellow and green) and 6 sound effects that
alert children to time remaining. Can be
customized to suit your needs.

01192
01193
01362
01436

Visual Time-Timer
This device lets children visually see how much
time is left during a specific time period
(indicated by a shrinking red block). Use this
tool for teaching the concept of time.
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01894
01895

Lazy Susan Mounting Tray

These spinning trays allow for an individual to
use communication devices or toys on top of
them. The tray spins, and can be used on any
flat surface.

01903

Leap Pad
My First LeapPad is a portable learning system
with a built-in storybook and magic pen. Kids
use the stylus-like pen to touch the book and
interact with the stories. Interactive games help
them explore the alphabet, learn letters and
phonics, and develop object, shape and color
identification skills. Features 2 play modes,
story and activity.

2242

High Striker

Multisensory entertainment reaches new
heights with this motivating toy that recalls
carnival strength-testing attractions. Strike the
toy’s gushy pad and lights track upward
indicating the force of the player’s strike and
producing a corresponding sound effect.

2319

Activity Gym Floor Play

One toy—so many ways to play! This versatile
and interactive toy offers five different activities
as well as music, flashing lights and a mirror!
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SP4610(BP)
MW6811 (B)

Air-Lite Ball Pit & 120 Pit Balls

Enjoy the soft play environment of our Air-Lite
Ball Pit for sensory integration, motor planning
activities and touch therapy. Hop in and roll,
crawl, balance and burrow in this large sensory
ball pit alone or with friends.
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SENSORY
00803

Side-Layer Toy
This item provides multi-sensory stimulation as
it provides both visual and tactile stimulation.
Additionally, this device will encourage arm
movement; great for immobile children. The
brightly colored plate activates light and
vibration. The hanging beads create an
amazing tactile experience.

00816

Twirly-Whirly
This hand held device is very interesting for
children! Watch the beads twirl around and
around, from one end to the other, as you turn
it up and down. Great for initiating wrist and
hand movement as well as grasp stimulation.

00819

UFO Starship
Appropriate for teenagers. The UFO push
switch activates with the slightest touch on the
cosmic surface. The user is rewarded with
music, lights and vibration.

00824
01880
01886

Musical Fan
This is a great tool to teach cause and effect.
Press the textured, yellow switch and the fan
will be activated and plays music! This is a
great device on a warm day.
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00835
01777
01791
01928

00841

Lighted Vibrating Mirror
Use our vibrating mirror during circle time
activities. When you pick up the mirror the
lights turn on while the unit vibrates. This
encourages the child to visually attend to
him/herself and increases bi-lateral hand
usage. The level of vibration is adjustable.
Bag of Sensory Balls
This item provides children with a great somasensory experience offering balls of different
sizes and textures. From soft and gushy to hard
and spiky, this is certainly a diverse bag of
“tricks”.

01181
01182
01183
01184

Sensory Tube
Lights, Vibrations & Music! Instant rewards!
Perfect for developing grasping skills, localizing
sound and teaching cause and effect. Simply
pick up the tube, hold it in a vertical position
and it instantly rewards you with glowing lights
and soothing vibrations. All use reliable solidstate technology.

01202
01203

Crawl Through Beads

01408

Sparkle Ocean Drum

Curtain rewards child with music! This larger,
crawl-through version of our popular
somatosensory bead chain curtain has a builtin music box that automatically turns on as the
child crawls through or manipulates the beads
any other way.

Its Sparkle Shape is like an ocean drum and
sound shape in one! Use the mallet to make the
colorful beads inside rattle as you play, or swirl
the beads inside to create an ocean sound.
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01411

Seek-N-Find
Seek-N-Find takes you on a creative adventure.
Push your switch and look for animals, stars,
dice and many other items.

01413

Magical Mystery Switch
Turn on multicolored LEDs on the outside to
attract the user to reach in and touch the cloth
ball. Once the ball has been touched the music,
lights and vibration will be activated.

01414

Luminidisk
Watch the wonderful colored patterns flash
about to the upbeat melody of six different
songs. The luminidisk can be activated by three
different methods: push the yellow switch,
sound activation or using your own switch. The
luminidisk also has an on/off vibration switch
to provide additional sensory input.

01415

Textured Tunes
With stimulating textures and bold, vibrant
colors, the interchangeable balls on our
Textured Tunes are perfect for hands-on
sensory exploration. We’ve added bead chains,
multi-colored blinking lights, six upbeat tunes,
and vibration. A lazy Susan base provides easy
access to all. Just swipe at the ball and the fun
begins. Includes a set of 4 interchangeable
balls.

01455
01929

Vibrating Light
This button is easy to find and activate because
of its large surface area and texture. Press the
orange button and you will be rewarded with
lights and vibration!
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01614
01869

Shimmering Dome

3355
1768

Ocean Wave Projector

Beautiful color patterns! Activate the black
frame of the dome and hear music while
watching the beautiful multi-colored light show
(music plays for 20 seconds). The color
patterns are mesmerizing. Great for increasing
visual attention and color recognition.

Peace Out! This 12 light LED projector cycles
between red, blue, green and multi-colored
hues transforming your sensory room into a
peaceful oasis.

01658

Spinning Light Show with Fan
Great effects! This dome features a
multicolored array of lights that create an
exciting show. Great for anyone who require
extra somatosensory stimuli.

01676

Interchangeable Textured Rollers
Our innovative textured rollers provide hours
of sensory awareness. Rollers can be easily
changed with the slip-in slip-out pin. The base
has three yellow blinking locator lights that
invite the user to give the roller a spin. When
you give it a spin you can watch your hand in
the mirror on the base and be rewarded with
multi-colored blinking lights, music and
adjustable vibration.
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9222

Led Color Changing Balls (3)

Liven up your sensory space with these
mesmerizing balls of color. Comes in a set of 3.

01698

Mini UV Mirror Bead Chain
Sized for your tray or desktop! Press the
mirrored background and ultraviolet LEDs
create dramatic colors on the colorful UV
reactive bead strands. Great visual and tactile
effects. Comes in two versions: one with rock
music, the other with soothing music.

01700

UV Light Panel
Amazing effects! Black Light LED’s create
dramatic colors on the myriad UV reactive
strands as they reflect in the mirrored
background. Strands are different textures:
bumpy beads, smooth plastic and ribbed fabric.
Great visual and tactile effects.

01701

Textured Marble Fidget Board
Build sensory awareness! Cool, colorful and
translucent marbles move when you pass your
hands across them while a background mirror
provides strong visual appeal. Great for
increasing tactile awareness, calming, focusing
and self-regulation. Can be used on a tabletop
or wall mounted.

01716

Discovery Tunnel

A fabulous multi-sensory experience! Slide
your hand through the beaded curtain and
experience auditory, visual and tactile
stimulation. The white ball inside the tunnel
lights up in many different soothing colors
illuminating all the mirrors inside. At the same
time you feel a slight vibration and hear one of
six high quality mood-setting music pieces. The
tunnel will provide hours of fun and relaxation.
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01756

Somatosensory Musical Bead Chain/Switch
Provide hours of pleasurable sensory input!
Everyone will want to reach out to feel the
curtains. A great tactile experience for all users.
Mounted on a sturdy base, rubber suction cups
hold it in place on almost any surface.

01757
01871

Multi-Colored Bead Chain

01769
01770

Stary Night

01771
01772

Sound Pillow

01776
01862

Vibrating Pillow

Ergonomic design! Our popular bead chains
have a unique design for users who can reach
through to the base. When a hand passes over
the light sensor, a red light blinks and music
plays. This provides wonderful visual auditory
and tactile experiences.

Six soothing sounds! Activate your switch and
relax to your favorite calming sound while
watching the stars projected on your ceiling.
Sounds include birds, brooks, rainforest, ocean
waves, and rain which help to develop listening
skills.

Sound and vibration! We’ve switch adapted the
sound machine in this vibrating pillow. Sound
machine has four sound choices: music, water,
white noise and a heartbeat. Simply remove the
sound machine from the interior of the pillow,
select a sound choice and attach your switch.

Our vibrating pillow is an all-time bestseller.
The pillow springs into action when activated
by an external capability switch. The soothing
vibration is great for stimulating tactile
awareness and for relieving stress.
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01783
01858
01931

Mini Popper

01784
01888

Mini Dome

01785

The Tumbler

01789

Racing Around

Absolutely delightful! Press anywhere from the
rim to the top of the Mini Popper and enjoy
music, bouncing balls, vibration, and lights. A
great item for increasing visual attention,
tactile awareness and auditory development. Or
activate it with your favorite switch.
The Mini Dome has eye-catching colors and
vibrations. Simply press anywhere on the dome
or its plate, and the bright confetti spins, music
plays and the dome vibrates. Now comes with
on/off switch and volume control. Provides
hours of visual, auditory and tactile
stimulation.

Pressing the large red button on the front of
this device sends the balls tumbling around
while music plays, lights shine and the unit
vibrates. Provides auditory, visual and tactile
stimulation. Can be activated with an external
capability switch.

Cars go round and round! Activate your
capability switch and three race cars spin while
music and racing sounds play. Great for
teaching cause and effect and for promoting
visual attention especially for car lovers. On/off
volume control. Clamp able base prevents falls.
01793

Fiber Flash Lamp
Now with music! We have added music to our
attention getting Fiber Flash Lamp. Everyone
will be delighted to get sensory input from this
combination when they activate their capability
switch. Lamp increases visual attention and
listening skills.
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01860
01931

Dome Alone With Switch

01862

Tubular Vibrator

Children just love to watch the bright, confettilike objects dance around in our best-selling
dome toy. A splendid tempest of music, color
and light. Appropriate for all ages.

Vibrotactile feedback! This flexible, 2-speed
vibrator is switch activated and can be wrapped
around almost any part of the body to provide
enjoyable vibrotactile feedback.

01864

Mini Shooting Stars
Activate by this button pressing on the clear top
and stars will shoot all around while the device
lights up, play music and vibrates. Instant
gratification of sensory input!

01873

Somatosensory Bamboo Chimes

01874

Fubbles Fun

Enchanting sound! Move your hand across
these chimes and hear the gentle sound of
bamboo chimes while multicolored lights
twinkle and soft music and the sound of waves
play. Music plays for 20 seconds after
activation. Also acts as a switch to activate
other adapted products. Has on/off switch and
volume control.

Bubble blaster! Fun motorized Bubble Machine
that blows tons of bubbles. Simply pour
bubbles in the front of the machine, activate
your capability switch and the fun begins! The
moving wands blow hundreds of continuous
bubbles. Great for developing visual tracking.
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01876

Saucer Dome
Gentle touch, merry reward! When the rim on
the dome is gently pressed, silvery glitter swirls
around while music, lights and vibration
reward the user and provide them with
auditory, visual and tactile stimulation. The
sensory stimuli can be switched on or off
individually. This dome also acts as a switch.

01889

Carnival Tube

01893

Space Projector

Rainbows of colors! A simple swipe at the
mounted tube creates lights, music and
vibration. It’s a magical combination of sound
and color that will captivate the young and old.
Watch and listen as a rainbow of multi-colored
beads and lights cascade through the tube.
Great for encouraging reaching, swiping and
grasping. Can also be used as a switch. It has a
toggle switch which allows you to turn on or off
any of the rewards.

Young astronomers can explore early space
science by beaming images of space onto any
surface for a close-up view of stars, planets, and
more! Just place the discs into the projector
slot for quick and easy viewing.

01912

Noise-Cancelling Head Phones
Reduce noise and sensory stimulation with
these noise-cancelling head phones.

01937

Tabletop Frosted Tube

Tube Rotating patterns of color! Our Tabletop
Frosted Tube creates a calming visual and
auditory sensory experience. Just press and
hold your capability switch and colorful red,
blue and green lights will whirl and light up the
tube while soothing music plays. Remove the
top and the lights will spin and glow on your
ceiling. Also great for teaching cause and effect.
Has on/off switch and volume control.
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01932

All That Glitters

01934

Peek-a-Boo Mirror Swtich w/Lights, Vibration
& Music

03610

Illuminated Gel Board

Encourages reaching and swiping! Everyone
will love exploring this spectacular multi-dome
activity center. The slightest pressure on any
corner will reward the user with lights,
vibration, music or flying beads and glitter. All
That Glitters is a delightful center for visual,
auditory and tactile awakening.
Encourages exploration! Mirror provides tactile
and visual reinforcement. Playing with the
beads will activate lights, vibration and music,
while the soothing chains provide unique tactile
stimulation. Vibration sensitivity is adjustable.
Can be used as a switch to activate devices. Can
be used on the floor or a table. Lights, vibration
and music can be turned on or off by hidden
switches.

Enjoy a satisfying sensory experience with this
multi-faceted gel board. Includes four colorful
soft and squishy pads containing multi-colored
stars. Press gently on the pads to see stars move
and pads light up. A bead chain and mirror
provide additional tactile and visual
stimulation. Mount board to the wall with
enclosed hardware, or use on a tabletop.

MW5873-1
MW5873-2
MW5873-3

Transformer Sensory Sack

Wrap Yourself in Calming Pressure. The
smooth, stretchy material provides the deep
pressure that sensory-seeking kids crave. You’ll
get soothing compression and resistance
around your whole body. Helps kids learn to
self regulate and transition from hyper to calm,
from sad to happy, from distracted to alert. Just
climb in, stretch, crawl, move, roll and relax for
calming sensory integration therapy.
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TC1684
(LB)
SP6808 (T)

LadyBug/Turtle Handheld Massager

WR1835 (R)
WR1812 (B)

Weighted Vest

Kids calm down quickly with a mini massage!
Lady Buzz and Tickles the Turtle are Pet
Massagers, providing localized vibration to help
calm and focus. Stimulating and fun, and a
great fidget toy too!

The steady proprioceptive input and
compression around the trunk are especially
soothing for those with sensory challenges.
With stretchy neoprene for a snug, comfy fit,
kids even ask to wear it.
Blue: Medium Red: Small

CF5631

Twin Weighted Blanket
The extra pressure and weight create a calm
secure feeling — just like a soothing hug. Wear
like a cape or fold in your lap to promote
relaxation and sensory organization during the
day. Use during rest time, car trips, homework
or any time calm is needed.

CF7121 (Y)
CF7111 (R)
SP5040 (G)
CF7124 (B)

Sensory Putty
Helps with hand strengthening, fine motor
coordination, stress reduction and sensory
integration. Each putty also comes with putty
pieces, in order to encourage play.
Each putty color has a different resistance to
build strength and support sensory integration.
Choose from Sun (yellow), Desert (red), Earth
(green) or Sky (blue)
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SWITCHES
00856

Saucer Switch
This handy switch is specially designed for
individuals who are unable to control or sustain
the hand or wrist movement necessary to
operate traditional plate switches. This switch
is activated with just a light touch.

7830M

Glitter Gumball Switch

Gumballs with glitter add visual interest and a
touch of glamour!

3821

Textured Caps For Gumballl Switches (4)
Four different textured snap-on tops that can
go on our Gumball switches, Small Talks and
Talkable communicators.

00857
01672
01752

Koosh Switch
Spongy, springy fun! All ages will enjoy our
colorful Koosh™ Switch. Touch the compelling
ball of rubber strings and you are instantly
rewarded with lights, music and vibration.
Great fun! Lights and music are disabled when
used as a switch.
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1032

Adjustable Angle Switch
Extremely accessible, this 5 inch, colorful
switch can be adjusted from a 32 to 90 degree
angle to accommodate the unique needs of
every individual.

01448

Small Blue Jelly Bean Switch

00864

Floating Pillow Switch

At your fingertip! The mini switch is versatile
and durable. It has a 1¼ inch activation
surface. This switch is small enough to be easily
mounted anywhere. Base has three holes for
easy mounting. It provides tactile and audible
feedback.

This jumbo switch is large enough for all ages
to use. When red button on pillow is pressed
vibration and lights are activated.

00865

Bumble Bee Switch
This busy bee is easy to use and very rewarding!
When pressed, the bumblebee vibrates and
lights up. It works both individually and as a
switch.

00867

Lollipop Switch Set with Base
This switch is great for teaching colors. Each
colored button can be connected to a different
switch-adapted device. Instruct the child what
color to press and the toy connected will be
activated!
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00868

Low Rectangular Switch
This switch sits close to the ground making it
easy to reach. This switch requires little
pressure: needs only the slightest touch for
activation.

00869

CD Switch
This switch refracts light in a rainbow pattern.
This switch would be popular with teenagers.
The angled surface and low profile make it easy
to use. It only needs 40 grams of force to
activate.

00870

Farm Animal Jumbo Shape Switch
Attach a switch-adapted object such as one of
our plush toys. Place all the animals correctly
in their spots and you will be rewarded with
your object moving and singing!

00919

Power Link 2
An environmental control unit that allows the
student to operate small electrical appliances
through switch access. The control unit has two
double outlets and is durable, portable, and
meets rigorous safety standards. Use with a
corded switch (Big Red Switch), cordless switch
and receiver or AirLink Cordless Switch.

00928

Wobble Switch

Wobble Switch mounted vertically on a base
and secured with four rubber suction cups.
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00951

Yellow Computer Switch

00952

Biofeedback Pressure Switch

A smooth switch, the Smoothie Switch is based
on years spent working with switch users,
developed to feature a low-profile surface. With
a design that angles towards the student, a
large operating area (4.9”) and low operating
force (lowest operating point of the switch is
only 0.4” above the switch base), it’s easy for
those with limited movement to press.

Excellent for retaining the neuromuscular
system. Designed to respond to 1-50 pounds of
pressure. Choose a tone or music when the
correct pressure is applied. Or switch the sound
to play when the weight is removed. Use as a
switch when attached to a toy or other device.
Only a 1/8” plug.

00953
00955

Large Rectangle Battery Switch/Latch Timer

This switch’s bright colors make it great for use
for children with visual impairments and its
size makes it a great beginner switch.

00957

Pig Switch

Activates switch operated toys. Provides
a large strike area for easier use.

00958

Bear Switch

Activates switch operated toys. Provides
a large strike area for easier use.
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00959

Cable to Appliance Switch-Turquoise
Perfect the side-sweeping movement! This
switch is useful when only sideswiping of
midline movements are possible.

00966

3x5 Plate Switch/Latch/Timer
The large button on this switch makes it easy to
press. This special switch is useful when
sideswiping of midline movements is possible.

01196
01197

Gooshy Switch with lights

This gel filled switch gives sensory input
through music, texture, lights and vibration.

01198

Senso-Dot Vibrating Switch
Heightens sensory awareness! Our new tactile
and visually stimulating switch provides a
wonderful somatosensory experience when
activating any toy or device. The slightest push
on any part of the dome will activate a toy while
you feel a soft vibration. The colorful tops can
easily be turned round and round.

01200

In-Line 4 Switches
Versatile! Four of our most popular button click
switches have been mounted on a special tray
using Velcro. Great for use with devices that
require four switches (i.e. forward, backward,
left, right).
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01201

Oval Texture Switch/Latch/Timer

This brightly colored switch has texture making
it pleasing to all users. The large yellow button
makes it very easy to press.

01444
01451

Yellow Jellybean

01445
01452

Small Green Jelly Bean Switch

01447
01927

Red Jellybean Switch

01450

Small Purple Jelly Bean Switch

Considered a standard in the industry,
AbleNet’s famous Jelly Bean switch features a 2
½-inch activation surface and is recommended
for students who can access a smaller target
area.

At your fingertip! The mini switch is versatile
and durable. It has a 1¼ inch activation
surface. This switch is small enough to be easily
mounted anywhere. Base has three holes for
easy mounting. It provides tactile and audible
feedback.

Considered a standard in the industry,
AbleNet’s famous Jelly Bean switch features a 2
½-inch activation surface and is recommended
for students who can access a smaller target
area.

At your fingertip! The mini switch is versatile
and durable. It has a 1¼ inch activation
surface. This switch is small enough to be easily
mounted anywhere. Base has three holes for
easy mounting. It provides tactile and audible
feedback.
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01639
01640
01643

Mini Paddle Switch

01657

Roller Ball Switch

The mini paddle switch is small and easy to
store. Its sensitive paddle makes it easy to
activate. The paddle switch can be used to
activate any switch capable toy.

The roller switch is small and easy to store. Its
sensitivity makes it easy to activate. The roller
switch can be used to activate any switch
capable toy.
01687
01774

iPad Wireless Two Switch

01728
01729

Flower Lift Switch

Our iPad Wireless Two Switch interacts
wirelessly with your iPad, iPad Mini, iPhone or
iPod Touch. The two large switches make great
targets. Also, you can connect one or two of
your own capability switches. The Wireless Two
Switch works with any app that has been
programmed for switch access desensitize the
user.

The Lift Switch is a great switch to promote
grasping and lifting and can be used with any
assistive technology toy or device.

01737

Sensi Ball Switch

The Sensi-Ball Switch is a squeeze switch
designed for use by individuals with severe
physical and upper extremity disabilities. The
surface of this squeezable ball switch is covered
with bumps to create a somatosensory
experience and encourage the user to activate
the switch.
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7801

Gumball Switches
Recognized for their high quality and
dependability, these best-selling switches
feature a 2½” activation surface. Provides
extraordinary tactile and audible feedback.
Removable base has three holes for easy
mounting. Comes with two plastic covers – one
with a lip, one without.

01742
01743

Shadow Switch

01773

IPad Wireless Switch (single)

The Shadow Switch is activated by casting a
shadow over the sensor on the top of the
switch. Distance from the switch and sensitivity
to light can be adjusted by turning the dial on
the front of the switch box. It can be used with
most battery operated adapted items.

Switch access! Control hundreds of compatible
apps on your Bluetooth-equipped iPad, iPhone,
iPod Touch, MAC, PC or Android device.

01804

Squeeze Switches
Our Squeeze Switch Kit has three different
textures and shapes: textured roller, spoke ball
and turtle. Each provides a wonderful tactile
experience. Just connect any of the switches to
a device and activate it by giving a gentle
squeeze. Each switch can help the user work on
a specific skill.

01807

Blue Textured Switch
Great texture! This set contains two
wonderfully textured switches – one with
vibration, one without. The slightest touch on
the upper rim or tactile dome will activate any
switch-enabled device. A wonderful
somatosensory experience.
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01878

Mini-Dome Switch
Fun way to activate your devices! Touch
anywhere and see lights, spinning glitter and
hear exciting music while activating your
device. The Mini-Dome increases visual
attention and is great for learning cause and
effect. A special control allows the user to select
any or all of the rewards. Can be used on a
tabletop or mounted on a door or wall.

01879

Textured Roller Switch
Once the user feels the bumps on this roller
switch he/she will want to roll it again and
again! It provides a very special somatosensory
experience. Spin the drum and the device
rewards with lights, vibration and music.

01951

Jumbo Switch w/ Vibration
Feel the feedback! Our popular Jumbo switch
now has vibration. Press anywhere on the disk
to feel vibration and to activate a device. Base
can be removed if not needed. Includes two free
clear covers for placing your icons: one with a
lip and one without.

01924 (R)
01916(G)

Modified Pancake Switch

01915

Soft Shaggy Switch

Easy activation! We’ve added a 3/8" low rim to
make it even easier to activate. Just touch the
sensitive outside rim or anywhere on the top
surface and you can activate any toy or device.
Comes with a clear cover for your photographs
or icons.

Easy activation! Our Soft Shaggy Switch
activates devices with the slightest touch. The
long pile shaggy fur is so soft it makes everyone
want to reach out and touch it. Fabric is
removable for washing.
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01914

Thumb Switch
Capitalizes on thumb mobility! Grip the yellow
cylindrical base in your hand and press the red
button with your thumb for momentary switch
operation.

887

Textured Orbit Ball Switch

This colorful unusually textured ball inspires
tactile exploration. Touch it and be rewarded
with glowing rainbow lights, music and subtle
vibration.

883 (2)

Koosh Switch

Everyone will love our unique Koosh Switch!
Lights up and plays music when activated!
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COMPUTER HARDWARE &
SOFTWARE/LIFE SKILLS
00882
00883

Large Print Keyboard
The jumbo-sized keys are easy to see and easy
to press. Great for children who are just
learning to use the computer or that may have a
visual impairment.

00885
00886

Universal Icon Maker

00887
A-F

Life Skills Curricula Series

This is a great icon maker and can create sheets
for many devices including cheap talks, Talk 4,
Talk 8, Twin Talk, Small Talk, Jumbo Switches
and much more! Simply choose what pictures
you would like.

Includes teaching materials from a variety of
topics such as “Planning your Day”, “Keeping
House”, “Select-a-Meal”, “Looking Good”,
“Stepping Out” and “Shopping Smart”.
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AUDIO & VISUAL
00811

Cassette Player with Lights
This portable AM/FM and cassette player has
great sound. Just attach a capability switch and
enjoy the music of your choice.

01230
01456

AM/FM Cassette Player

This portable AM/FM and cassette player has
great sound. Just attach a capability switch and
enjoy the music of your choice

01235
01652

Walkman CD Player

This adapted CD player is great for those who
want to listen to music but cannot access the
tiny buttons. Attach our capability switch.
Press switch to listen on the headphones
(included) to the CD and press it again to stop
the CD.
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Tech Tools Lending Library Hours:
Monday-Friday
9:00am-5:00pm
Hours are subject to change
For questions or to schedule an appointment, please contact:
Kaeleen Garcia
kgarcia@crccomaha.org
CRCC
www.crccomaha.org
Northwest Location
2010 N. 88th Street
Omaha, NE 68134
402.496.1000
Southwest Location
5321 South 138th Street
Omaha, NE 68137
402.895.4000

Special thanks to the Enrichment Foundation for making this library possible!
Thank you for viewing our catalog!
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